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Structure of the Photochemical Reaction Path Populated via Promotion of CF2I2 into Its
First Excited State
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Green, Ohio 43403, and UniVersita di Siena Dipartimento di Chimica Via Aldo Moro I, 53100 Siena, Italy
ReceiVed: March 30, 2009; ReVised Manuscript ReceiVed: June 20, 2009
The photochemical reaction path following the promotion of CF2I2 into its lowest-lying excited electronic
singlet state has been modeled using ab initio multiconfigurational quantum chemical calculations. It is found
that a conical intersection drives the electronically excited CF2I2* species either to the CF2I + I radical pair
or back to the starting CF2I2 structure. The structures of the computed relaxation pathways explain the
photoproduct selectivity previously observed in the gas phase. Furthermore, the results provide the basis for
explaining the condensed-phase photochemistry of CF2I2.
Introduction
Acquiring a molecular-level understanding of the photo-
chemical reactions of halogenated alkanes is essential to
explaining phenomena taking place in the environment.1-6
Besides being of practical importance, haloalkanes serve well
as model systems used to explore the ultrafast phenomena
following photoexcitation of small molecules in various media.7-9
One molecule which exhibits a distinctive state-selective
photochemistry is difluorodiiodomethane (CF2I2). This system
has been thoroughly investigated in the gas phase using different
experimental techniques.10-17 The gas-phase findings following
photoexcitation of CF2I2 with different excitation wavelengths
(λ) are summarized in Scheme 1.10-17
We have recently reported the formation of molecular iodine
in 32% quantum yield following 350 nm excitation of CF2I2 in
n-hexane.18 This result was surprising, as the gas-phase forma-
tion of molecular iodine following the excitation of CF2I2
requires at least a 193 nm photon. The formation of molecular
iodine was initially theorized to occur as a result of solvent
mediated intramolecular vibrational energy transfer which causes
the cleavage of the C-I bond of the CF2I primary photoproduct
followed by geminate combination of the two resulting iodine
atoms in a solvent cage.18 As illustrated in Scheme 1, this
secondary cleavage process was not observed in gas-phase
studies employing low-energy photon excitation energies in the
352-337 nm range.15,16 In a subsequent publication,19 ab initio
MP2 calculations provided computational evidence for the
existence of F2C-I-I, an isomer of CF2I2 which may form as
a result of primary geminate recombination of the CF2I and I
primary photoproducts in condensed phases. Unlike its structur-
ally related H2C-I-I analogue, the thermal stability of F2C-I-I
species is determined by the molecular elimination channel,
possibly contributing to the overall yield of I2.19
The recent findings mentioned above motivated the present
work, where we report the photochemical reaction path follow-
ing promotion of CF2I2 into its lowest lying excited singlet
electronic state (S1). The path is mapped using the complete
active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method.20 The S0
f S1 transition in CF2I2 is found to be an nf σ* type transition.
The relaxation of the electronically excited CF2I2* molecules
from the Franck-Condon (FC) region either to a I · · ·CF2I van
der Waals complex (consisting of CF2I2 about to break into the
CF2I + I radical pair) or back to the starting CF2I2 structure
occurs via a conical intersection (CI) featuring an asymmetric
triangular structure.
Computational Methods
The mapping of the photochemical reaction path has been
mainly performed at the ab initio CASSCF level of theory with
the 3-21G** basis set using Gaussian 03.21 Below we show that
the CASSCF(8,6)/3-21G** level of theory can be considered
adequate for a mechanistic study. This level of theory (i)
reproduces the previously reported gas-phase electron diffraction
structure of CF2I222 (see Table 1S, Supporting Information), and
(ii) the CF2I2 excited state gradient is consistent with resonance
Raman data (see The Photochemical Reaction Path subsection
under the Results and Discussion section of this work). The
choice of active space included 8 electrons in 6 orbitals to
describe decay (CF2I2* f CF2I + I) expected to take place
following photoexcitation of CF2I2 into its low lying excited
electronic states.15-17 The molecular orbitals incorporated in the
active space are illustrated in Figure 1 and discussed in the
Electronic Excitation subsection of the Results and Discussion
section. To ascertain that the chosen approximate basis set and
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SCHEME 1: Gas-Phase Results Following the Excitation
of CF2I2 with Different Excitation Wavelengths10-17
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reduced active space do not affect the conclusions made from
this work, we also mapped the excited-state portion of the
photochemical reaction path at the CASSCF level of theory
using the Sadlej-pVTZ23 basis set in combination with a larger
active space (12 electrons in 8 orbitals). The results from these
calculations are shown in Figure 2 and in Figure 1S in the
Supporting Information. Notice that the analysis of the corre-
sponding approximate and more accurate wave functions in
terms of the major contributing configuration state functions
indicates that the two levels of theory describe the same
electronic state, as shown in Figure 2S (Supporting Information).
Furthermore, and to assign the calculated electronically excited
singlet state to the correct experimental spectroscopic state, the
MOLCAS 7.224 quantum chemistry software was employed to
calculate vertical transition energies at the CASSCF(12,8)/
Sadlej-pVTZ//CASPT2/Sadlej-pVTZ and CASSCF(12,8)/
Sadlej-pVTZ//CASPT2/Ano-RCC levels of theory.
Unconstrained geometry optimization was employed to locate
the CF2I2 minimum on the S0 potential energy surface. The
vertical transition energy to the first singlet excited state and
corresponding FC point were computed starting at the optimized
S0 minimum. A slightly distorted FC geometry was used as the
starting point for the CI search and optimization between S1
and S0. The Moplot25 graphical program was employed to
visualize the gradient difference and derivative coupling vectors
and determine the shape of the lower cone of the optimized CI
(see The Photochemical Reaction Path subsection). A minimum
energy path which connects the FC point to the CI was
computed in terms of intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRC) using
two-root state-average CASSCF gradients. Two additional IRC
paths were calculated to follow the evolution of the system after
S1 f S0 decay at the CI along the S0 single-root CASSCF
potential energy surface. All IRC calculations were carried out
using the methods available in Gaussian 03.21
Results and Discussion
1. Electronic Excitation. The molecular orbitals involved
in the S0 f S1 electronic transition of CF2I2 and the values of
the diagonal elements of the first-order density matrices reflect-
ing the orbital occupancies are shown in Figure 1. The transition
takes place as a result of the promotion of one electron from
molecular orbital (1)soccupied by two nonbonding electrons
of iodinesto molecular orbital (6)san antibonding σ*-type
orbital of the C-I bond. In S1, the values of the diagonal
elements of the first-order density matrix which reflect the
occupancies of molecular orbitals (1) and (6) are 1.11 and 0.95,
respectively. This finding confirms the previously reported TD-
DFT random phase approximation calculations in which the first
electronically excited singlet state was found to be an n f σ*
type transition.26 The relative energies of different species along
the calculated photochemical reaction path are given in Table
1. The calculated S0 f S1 vertical transition energy (290 nm)
at the CASSCF(8,6)/3-21G** level of theory is deceivingly
consistent with the RPA-B3LYP/3-21G* (294 nm) and the
maximum of the experimental steady-state absorption spectrum
(∼305 nm).26 From the results shown in Table 1, it can be seen
that increasing the level of theory from CASSCF(8,6)/3-21G**
f CASSCF(12,8)/Sadlej-pVTZ//CASPT2/Sadlej-pVTZf CASS-
CF(12,8)/Sadlej-pVTZ//CASPT2/ANO-RCC leads to the con-
vergence of the calculated state to the first spectroscopic state
located at about 349 nm and previously assigned to the first
triplet state.26 Hence, based on CASSCF//CASPT2 calculations,
the first observed spectroscopic state is assigned to the first
singlet excited state.
2. Photochemical Reaction Path. The photochemical reac-
tion path following excitation of CF2I2 into S1 is shown in Figure
2. An S1/S0 CI funnel is found to drive the electronically excited
molecules (CF2I2*) to the primary photoproducts (CF2I + I),
Figure 1. CASSCF/3-21G** active space molecular orbitals of CF2I2. These orbitals are displayed along with the values of the diagonal elements
of the first-order density matrix reflecting their occupancies calculated at the CASSCF/3-21G** level of theory.
Figure 2. Photochemical reaction path (three different IRCs) showing
the Franck-Condon point, the conical intersection, the I · · ·CF2I van
der Waals complex, and the reactant, all connected by minimum energy
paths (CASSCF(8,6)/3-21G**). The dotted blue line shows that the
chosen approximate basis set and reduced active space do not affect
the conclusions made from this work (CASSCF(12,8)/Sadlej-pVTZ).
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thus explaining the selectivity experimentally observed in gas-
phase studies.15-17 In fact, the CF2I + I radical pair is the sole
product in the 352-337 nm range and the primary photoproduct
in the 337-277 nm range, despite the fact that the CF2 + I2 is
thermodynamically accessible.15-17 It is important to note that
in this work the motion out of the Franck-Condon region and
toward the CI is accompanied by the lengthening of a C-I bond
and a decrease in the I-C-I angle, as shown in Figure 3. This
result is consistent with resonance Raman spectra recorded
following 341.5 nm excitation of CF2I2 in solution26,27 where
an enhancement of the I-C-I asymmetric stretch and the
I-C-I bend modes was reported.
A scan along a circular cross-section centered at the CI and
spanning the branching plane (the plane formed by the gradient
difference and derivative coupling vectors illustrated in Figure
5A) has been generated using the Moplot graphical interface
program.25 Single-point CASSCF(8,6)/3-21G** calculations
were performed to determine the S0 energy profile along the
scan (Figure 4). At a trust radius of 0.4 Å, two reaction channels
(channels A and B) were found at a radial distance of about
180 degrees. Two IRCs starting from the CI and directed along
the latter-mentioned two cross-section energy minima were
computed and demonstrate that the channels lead toward the
CF2I + I photoproduct and the CF2I2 initial reactant, respec-
tively. The changes in electronic wave function along the
circular cross-section are also monitored by plotting the oc-
cupancies of molecular orbitals 1 and 6 extracted from the
diagonal elements of the first-order density matrices (see the
bottom right of Figure 4). At an angle of 100 degrees
(corresponding to channel A), the electronic configuration
structure of molecular orbitals 1 (doubly occupied) and 6
(empty) reflects the ground-state electronic configuration,
providing an additional proof that channel A leads to CF2I2.
On the other hand, the occupancies of molecular orbitals 1 and
6 (both singly occupied) at a displacement angle of about 280
degrees (corresponding to channel B) reflect the electronic
configuration of the excited state potential, hinting that the
reaction points diabatically toward the CF2I + I radical pair.
At this stage, a branching diagram28 which describes the
chemical character of the CI along the gradient difference and
derivative coupling vectors can be plotted (Figure 5). The X
and X-1 directions represent the reactive channels where the
reaction evolves along the gradient difference vector to yield
the CF2I + I radical pair in the positive direction and the CF2I2
reactant in the opposite direction. The geometries resulting from
displacing the CI structure along the derivative coupling vector
in the Y-1 direction and Y direction consistently suggest that
these displacements are nonreactive. These directions correspond
to displacements that create unstable electronic structures
(indeed, these correspond to the maxima of the circular cross-
section on the energy profile). In valence-bond terms in the Y
direction, one has a repulsive situation thus pointing to a
relaxation toward the CF2I + I radical pair. In contrast, along
the Y-1 direction, one has a bonding situation thus pointing the
system toward the reactant.
The progression from the CI both to the CF2I + I radical
pair and the reactant (CF2I2) on the ground-state potential energy
surface is described by plotting the C-I and I-C-I coordinates
along the two IRCs, as illustrated in Figure 3. From the conical
intersection structure, an increase in both the I-C-I angle and
the C-I bond length leads to the CF2I + I radical pair, whereas
an increase in the I-C-I angle simultaneously with a decrease
in the C-I bond length leads back to the starting CF2I2
structure. Thus, the sole primary photoproducts expected to
form following the promotion of CF2I2 to the first electroni-
cally excited state are the CF2I + I species. This result is
consistent with previous gas-phase experiments,15,16 and
resonance Raman data.26,27 Our condensed-phase findings18,19
highlighted below can also be rationalized using this result.
3. Extrapolation to Liquid-Phase Results. As a result of
the presence of a CI, a few extrapolations can be drawn about
excitation of CF2I2 into S1 in solution. Since the calculated
TABLE 1: Energies of the Frank-Condon Point, Conical Intersection, and I · · ·CF2I van der Waals Complex Relative to the
Reactant (CF2I2) Reported at the CASSCF/3-21G** Level of Theory and Compared to Previous Experimental and Theoretical
Work





CF2I2* (S1 - Franck-Condon) 290a n/ad
336b 349e, assigned to T1
341c
CF2I2* (S2 - Franck-Condon) 248a 294d, assigned to S1
312b 305e, assigned to S1
conical intersection 642a n/a
I · · ·CF2I van der Waals complex 674a n/a
a This work. b This work. c This work. d Ref 26. e Ref 25, the value obtained by deconvolution of the UV-vis absorption spectrum to a sum
of Gaussian functions.
Figure 3. Change in the I-C-I (angle) and the C-I (bond) reaction
coordinates along minimum energy paths on the excited-state potential
energy surface (FC to CI) and on the ground state (CI to radical pair
and CI to reactant).
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excited state is found to be repulsive in this work and a typical
excited-state lifetime is on the order of ∼75 fs for low-lying
electronic excited state(s) in CF2I2,18 the presence of weakly
interacting molecular liquid solvents is not expected to affect
the topography of the excited state29-31 and hence the passage
of excited CF2I2* through the CI to CF2I + I. After the
primary radical pair photoproduct forms, the presence of the
solvent cage as a physical boundary arrests their mutual
separation. Inside the solvent cage, the ground state chemistry
leading to molecular iodine formation then takes place. The
latter may occur as a result of (a) the recombination of the
CF2I and I primary photoproducts to form F2C-I-I, eventu-
ally leading to the formation of I2 through C-I bond cleavage
in this isomer species,19 and (b) a solvent-mediated intramo-
lecular vibrational energy transfer resulting in the cleavage
of a second iodine atom from the vibrationally hot CF2I
photoproduct followed by primary geminate combination of
the two iodine fragments in a solvent cage.18 The sequential
Figure 4. Upper left part: a schematic diagram of the photochemical funnel. Lower left part: the molecular orbitals at the conical intersection
geometry. Relative energies and change in electronic wave function (the occupancies of MOs 1 and 6) as a function of angular displacement from
the CI at a trust radius of 0.4 Å for several geometries tracing the lower cone of the CI are plotted in the right part of the figure. Right part: the
topography and orbital occupancies of the lower CI cone.
Figure 5. Panel A, the conical intersection geometry along with the computed gradient difference (dotted line) and derivative coupling (solid line)
vectors are plotted. The gradient difference and derivative coupling vectors are orthogonalized. A branching diagram describing the progress of the
photochemical reaction through the CI following displacement of the CI along the reactive gradient difference (X and X-1) and the nonreactive
derivative coupling (Y and Y-1) vectors is shown in Panel B. A valence bond interpretation (predominating resonance formula) of the process is
also schematically represented in Panel B.
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three-body mechanism (b) was not reported to be a major
photodissociation pathway in gas-phase experiments which
employ low excitation energies in the 352-337 nm range
but is accessible at higher excitation energies in the 337-267
nm range.15,16
Conclusions
The photochemical reaction path following the promotion of
CF2I2 into its lowest lying electronically excited singlet state is
mapped at the CASSCF(8,6)/3-21G** level of theory. We find
that: (i) coordinates other than the carbon-halogen repulsive
bond-breaking coordinate are involved (for example, I-C-I
bending motion) and (ii) the excited state species are “funneled”
to the ground-state potential energy surface through a conical
intersection. Moreover, as a result of the presence of a conical
intersection and the topology of the first electronically excited
state, a few conclusions about the condensed-phase photochem-
istry are drawn. A generalized reaction scheme is shown in
Scheme 2.18,19 A valid approximation is the excited-state
topography from the Franck-Condon point to the CI not being
greatly affected by the presence of weakly interacting molecular
liquids.29-31 Thus, the formation of molecular iodine from CF2I2*
in solution is a ground-state process which either proceeds
though (a) a precursor (F2C-I-I) which breaks to form CF2 +
I2 and/or (b) as a result of solvent mediated intramolecular
vibrational energy transfer which leads to the cleavage of a
second iodine atom from vibrationally hot CF2I followed by
the subsequent combination of two iodine fragments in the
solvent cage to form CF2 + I2. We are currently conducting
experiments which aim to distinguish between mechanisms (a)
and (b).
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